Welcome!
Let’s start with the instructions/rules of the game!
First, the number on your table is your team number (tables 2 through 81). Your score will
appear beside this number in between our trivia rounds on the screen.
Next, select a captain for your table. Your captain is going to be responsible for entering
your table’s responses – make sure you choose someone who is quick and works well
under pressure! Should be easy – that’s part of every fundraiser’s job description!
We’re going to play three rounds of trivia, throughout lunch. Each round will have 5
questions with one bonus question at the very end of the game.
Questions will appear on screen behind me and you will have the choice of two to five
possible answers for each question.
Your job is to press the number on your TouchPad that corresponds to the answer on
screen that you and your team believe to be correct.
Point values are reduced as time counts down so the faster you answer – the more points
you receive. As time expires however, incorrect answers will disappear from the screen
until only the correct answer remains on screen.
You may change your answer at any time and as many times as you like simply by pressing
another number on your TouchPad…but remember...the longer you wait…the less points
you receive and incorrect answers will cost you points.
At the end of each question, we’ll show the top teams on the scoreboards. Your team’s
score and ranking will show on your TouchPad screen. If you are not shown on the
scoreboard check your TouchPad for your rank .
And….did I mention?…..We have fabulous prizes for the top teams at the end of lunch….so
let’s begin!
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